NATURE VS. NURTURE
It is a combination of Nature and Nurture

Nature
Asian people generally have, by comparison to us Farangs:
Little body/facial hair
Softer skin
Small physique – slim/petite and not generally tall
They have not been poisoned by US cuisine – as much of the West has been with
Junk food.
Their diet ensures that you see little obesity and not much acne.

Nurture
Asian women enjoy their sexuality – in the West women have all but lost it.
If a lady in the West tries to look feminine she is looked down upon by her peers.
Look at the current dress sense.
Asian women, by contrast, even on low incomes take care of themselves.
Look at their hair, hands (manicure) and dress sense.
An Asian lady always shows off her femininity – you get to see their legs! They are
sexy and they enjoy showing it all off – and they seem to achieve it without looking
tarty.
I had always hoped that Germaine Greer would set light to herself and not just her
bra!
Western women demanded equality – they got it apart from a physical sex change.
Remember “power dressing” in the 80’s – large padded shoulders and long skirts or
trousers. Some companies used to have a rule banning women workers from
wearing trousers – try that today. There is a huge lobby in the UK to stop the Miss
UK/Miss World competition as sexist.
If an Asian boy shows signs of sensitivity, or are in touch with their feminine side, the
family supports them – even encourages them. Most children in rural areas are
raised by their Grandparents and cared for by siblings. Grandparents are more
forgiving and tolerant and siblings will not question their brother’s feminism.
I met one LB called Nut. She is a lovely LB. She showed me her graduation
certifications – including photos of her (he) as a man. I asked when did she decide to

be a LB – age 5. Another told me a similar story and there are 13 LadyBoys in her
family! I have heard many such tales.
So femininity, be it genetic or emulated, is admired and accepted in Asia – not so in
the West. Add on to that the Tiffany and Alcazar shows – Asia applauds their 3rd Sex
– in the West we pretend it is just not there.
Not too long ago, when I was in business, I was asked by other female members of
staff, to ask one of my staff not to wear such short skirts. The girl was 21 and in full
bloom and flaunted her sex – no you don’t – not in this tight arsed Politically Correct
society
So the West has little chance of promoting LB’s because it cannot even support nor
admire femininity.Ironically the birth of Bristish theatre, in the Elizabethan era, saw
female roles played by men Later, with the advent of Pantomime, the ‘Principle
Boy’ (Prince Charming etc) was played by a female and the ‘Ugly Sisters’, in
Cinderella, were all played by men!
In closing – there is more chance of a girl becoming a guy in the West – seen many
of those. There are Trans, whatsoever, in the West but somehow a Lesbian seems
more acceptable in Western culture.

